
As an Aboriginal-French-Canadian woman and entrepreneur, Jennifer dreamed of
leading a purpose driven organization, from anywhere in the world - that employs top
talent who are hungry to serve, grow and leave a legacy worth following.  Staff Shop

now provides the platform to keep that dream alive as an award-winning diverse
supplier. After growing up in Northern Ontario with a heart for Hospitality, Jennifer

made her mark in Staffing by joining The Bagg Group (now TalentWorld) in 2008, and
excelling with one of Toronto's most trusted full-service agencies since 1971.  In 2013,

Jennifer created Bagg @ Your Service - The Bagg Group's first Hospitality & Event
division.  In late 2018, she purchased her creation, and Staff Shop Inc. was born. 

 
Jennifer's story is one that celebrates the triumph of Good over Evil. The odds were

stacked against her as a survivor of suppression challenges faced by women,
especially Indigenous women including; alcoholism, abuse, neglect, trauma,

abandonment and isolation. She is now focused on breaking the silence, ending
generational curses and stopping unhealthy cycles.  Driven by Faith-Passion-Freedom
at her core, there is no limit to the positive impact Staff Shop can have on humanity.

And that is what brings her joy and energy daily to do what she does best, and inspire
others to reach their full potential. 

 
Book Jennifer for a keynote, panel, podcast or event! Her gifts include; faith,

leadership, hospitality, business, start-ups, staffing, professional development,

sales, supplier diversity, resilience, core value alignment to purposeful work,

and storytelling.

Jennifer Shand 
(Ménard)

Book  Jennifer !  Contact  info@staffshop .ca

Founder & CEO 
Staff Shop Inc.

Canadian Aboriginal & Minority Supplier
Council's Special Recognition Award
Womens Business Enterprises Canada's
Rising Star Award

Recent Awards



Change Agent Panel, Girl Guides Canada
Women Leading Through Innovation Panel, WBE Canada
Chatter That Matters podcast + video hosted by Tony Chapman, sponsored by RBC
Special Event Studio: COVID Conversations podcast hosted by Scott North, sponsored
by TO Live
Supplier Diversity Corporate Champions Panel hosted by SDAC & IWSCC
Adaptable Women in Business event, YPA (Young Presidents' Assistants) supporting
YPO Members (Young President's Associations) - professional development, COVID
pivot, resilience and leadership lessons 
Town Hall & Diverse Supplier & Indigenous Event, RBC

Notable Speaking Engagements

Book  Jennifer !  Contact  info@staffshop .ca

Associations

Staffing, Recruiting, Start-Ups & Essential Resources
Jennifer, known as the "Walt Disney" of Staff Shop, and her business partner Alison
Hernández "Roy Disney" are educated in a variety of subjects and aligned at the core -
building efficient, effective, scalable solutions for employees and clients across the
globe. Hire them for purpose-driven systems, processes, teams and results.

Core Value Assessment & Alignment Mastery 
Jennifer and Alison are also studying under Lynn
Taylor, the creator of the Core Values Index™, a
revolutionary online assessment that bypasses
personality and behaviour to reveal your unchanging
motivational drivers and how you contribute to the
world around you. Mr. Taylor has used this tool to turn
around hundreds of companies, ensuring that their key
players are placed in roles that feed their core value
energies and allow them to perform and to be fulfilled
long-term. Jennifer and Alison are eager to show you
how the CVI can save you time and money, while
building your purpose-driven A player teams.

 Take the CVI™ for FREE: tiny.cc/staffshopcvi

http://tiny.cc/staffshopcvi

